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We share in excitement the fourth edition of the Wings of the Coo newsletter. We hope through this

newsletter, we can keep you informed about our latest achievements, successful efforts, news and messages.
We also feature articles that help readers and volunteers understand the nature of our activities and overall
strategies. We need more and more passionate volunteers who are willing to devote their skills and talents
in various ways to help us tap into the latent potential of the cultural festival states to make happiness and

prosperity worldwide. Evidently, humble learning is firmly embodied in the Sachi Foundation’s culture and

practices. Later in this newsletter you will see several of our volunteers introduce themselves and reflect on
their commitment to the society and spreading happiness for all.

I hope you enjoy this edition and find it interesting and resourceful. Our editing team would love to hear your
input on what you would like to add in the next issue. Please contact us for suggestions. You can send any
queries

to

the

Wings

of

the

Coo

www.sachifoundation.org. Thank you.

editor team

by

emailing

sachifoundation@gmail.com

or visiting

Wings of The Coo Newsletter editor.

Volume 1, Issue 4
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Message from the board of Directors,
The board is thrilled to see the advancement and continuous growth of our lines of efforts. Thanks
to the dedication, commitment and relentless effort of our volunteers, Sachi Foundation has passed another
growth milestone. This time ten years ago, our foundation was established with a vision that cultures should
play a critical and active role in delivering happiness for all. We are continuing to carry this vision through
our lines of efforts to give cultures the tools to bring communities together and contribute towards the
welfare and happiness of communities. Evidently, we need to plan for a new kind of culture and art of
learning that is grounded in the response-receptive education principles and lead to collective action in the
community. This means we must be engaged and invest in a culturally responsive learning network of
tuition centers, learning providers, festival organizers, language and cultural groups, art and crafts
workshops, community gardens and school communities that foster the collective lines of efforts and cultural
discourses as a key dimension for sustainable development.
So, during these ten years, we have gradually developed a large number of quality discourse vehicles. The
scale of the work has been unprecedented. We have encountered many significant challenges. For instance,
in building the directory of cultural festival states- we found out the orientation of many cultural led
programs and happenings are in exact opposite to the happiness inflows and outflows envisioned within the
framework for action. We wondered, how could we then share our discourse fleets and entwine our efforts
with other cultures, non-profit organizations and learning providers in order to serve the wider communities
and take our happiness to new heights. The board decided to work on a small number of lines of activities
as we believed this is the best strategies that ensure our continuous expansion and growth. We started
with a very small number of activities that helped us to grow. We thought smiling can make every person
feel wonderful and happy and is acceptable to every cultural festival states. Why not start with an online
campaign with a few carefully selected discourse vehicles to share on social media that promote something
as simple as smiling. This basic idea of starting practical and small scale social action and then promoting
it by the use of response-receptive discourse style learning campaigns has proved to be a very helpful
strategy.
The years 2019-2020 are going to be big for Sachi Foundation as we become partners with a number of
learning providers, festival organizers and similar minded Nonprofit organizations in Australia, Japan,
Pakistan and Peru. I am delighted to share with you the news that the board approved the necessary
structural adjustments by initiating a management committee. This committee specifically address the
practical implementation of the learning network efforts, the coordination of volunteers and our development
needs.
In other news, we are saddened to learn that our cherished friend and dedicated volunteer coordinator and
wings of the Coo editor Ms. Ryoko Sakamoto passed away on 27th of February 2019 in Fukuoka after a
long battle with terminal cancer. We offer our sincere condolences and prayers to her family and friends.
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Clean Up Australia Day

Information Stall Marquee

We would also like to express our appreciation to Behjat Mojarrabi who resigned from her role as a board
member for her hard work and commitment in building and growing Sachi Foundation. She will continue her
tireless efforts by helping the newly established management committee cementing its agenda as well as
being a volunteer coordinator working together with Chanthome Webster.
We warmly welcome Misa Oda Mojarrabi as our new board member effective from July 2019.

Message from the management Committee

The board sends its greatest appreciation to our volunteers, staff and partners who as always continue

supporting
ourvolunteers
efforts. Thank
Dear
Friends,
and wyou.
Yae Oda,
The Board Secretory

Foundation news
Hello and welcome to the fourth edition of the “Wings of the Coo”. Happiness is abundant in this latest
issue of the Wings of the Coo. We have had a very busy year with a large number of new volunteers
joining us– not only from local areas but also from all parts of the world. More exciting is that they are
coming from a wide range of cultural backgrounds that is great. Unity in Diversity is vital for our success.
We have wonderful news and activities that we would like to share with you.
•

We have ordered some t-shirts for our volunteers and supporters and if you wold like to get one,
please send us an email.

•

Our bi-monthly regular clean up days have been successful local happenings in the Caboolture local
community thanks to our volunteers who come and support our efforts to build on this important
aspect of the Australian culture.
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In September 2018, our volunteers put together an information stall at Matsuri Festival Brisbane,
complete with handmade cultural artefacts and crafts. It was a fantastic effort and attracted a
large number of festival goers seeking information about Sachi Foundation. As result of their
successful effort, new volunteers joined our volunteer team. We are participating again in this
festival in addition to the Japan Festival Sunshine Coast on Sunday August 11.
In September 9, 2018, our sponsored research work on the global integration logistics systems

•

was presented in an International conference. This work has subsequently been published in the
high quality research Journal proceedings.
The 4th growing season of the Tennen community garden in Ichikawa- Cho, Hyogo is being

•

started. The garden often holds collaborating and joint gardening workshops with the other
gardening communities to share the ancient permaculture wisdom and cultural traditions. Recently
the garden hosted a successful workshop with two Hawaiian permaculture experts who
demonstrated the latest local gardening knowledge as well as the traditional cultural techniques.
Some of the photos are shown in the page 9.

•

In Pakistan, Resource Centre for Development Alternative (RCDA) is doing an excellent job
promoting our expectant mother projects phase I and Phase Ii. In November, we are going to
start the expectant mother phase III.

•

In September 2019, Our Sponsor research work on new world economy model is going to be
presented in a major International scientific Conference.

We are so grateful for all of you who have done so much and are ready to help us more with their time
and skills. In particular we send our biggest thank you to Tsugumi Mackintosh and Yae Oda for making
beautiful cultural artifacts for the two forthcoming Japanese festivals in Brisbane and Sunshine Coast that
hopefully everyone can participate.
Wishing you all the happiest and the best times ahead.
The Wings of the Coo editor team
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The Progress Evaluation 2018-2019 Report
Dear Friends, volunteers and well-wishers,
Sachi Foundation is the only global non-profit organization dedicated to building helpful resources for the
Cultural festival states’ to cultivate their total lines of efforts and stripes of actions for coherence farming
of virtues as the shared means to drive the future of happiness for all mankind. The stock seeds for
these stripes of actions grow on the self-similar, build-momentum and harvest festivals grounds. We aim
to build the various tools and discourses for the coherence making processes and reconstruct the
techniques and history of the entanglement farming, the gardening and nurseries of the cultural festival
states. Our board initiated and build the first world
directory of the cultural festival states. This year we
have continued increasing the range and scope of the
directory through our Unity Cultural center to further
showcase the power of cultures to unite and brings a
high degree of coherence into the community lines of
total efforts. Secondly, We made our voices heard in the
international scientific spaces and prestige journals as
well as in local newspapers and cultural learning
spaces. Thanks to the guidance we receive from the Universal House of Justice and with your continued
support and experience, a few quality seed stocks of the virtue seeds within a community can turn entire
communities into the entangled farmland of human virtues which then can be harvested for the
sustainable human future of happiness and prosperity for all. This is the kind of happiness we aimed for
as Dr Ali Muhammad Verqa asserted that the true dedication to the welfare and happiness of all
mankind lies in the commitment where “the joy of one is the joy of all and the pain of one is the pain
of all”. We are committed to carry forward this commitment through our best of efforts. The Sponsored
Tennan community garden in Japan and expectant mother projects in Pakistan are testimony of this.
For us, there is no happier thought and reward than the opportunity to work with our trusting and
affectionately happy volunteers, passionate alliance partners and insightful learning providers to find out
how we can support a common language and culture that is conductive to the betterment of the
economic, environment and society. If you share this vision with us, please consider joining us.
So, let’s see how 2018-2019 really measured up with the best of our combined lines of efforts.
Research:
The majority of our grants were distributed in response to the school tuition applications that promotes
and strengthen the community learning networks and supply chain of assertions that support global
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entanglement virtue farming and harvesting tasks . We also funded research on the global economic
system and Unity language. We have also been asked to provide the funding for a new international
research group with scientists from Australia, Nepal and Peru for the further research on the global
integration systems. The grant committee submitted this application to the board for their consideration.
The board has not yet made any decision in this regard.
The Self-Similar Twin Festival Celebration
Our Board member Yae is organizing Yosakoi Soran dance for the Celebration of the Twin Manifestation
with support of the Japanese cultural group in Caboolture.
Mikoshi, Yatai Tomorrow Together Project,
We made major progress with this line of efforts. Our research team prepared and submitted a paper
about the coherence making festivals, the global parade of the Yatai and Mikoshi and Australian
dreaming manifest.
Expectant Mother Empowerment Project
We are going to initiate the phase three of the expectant mother project.

In this project, we are

promoting the grace of motherhood in the colors of leaves through passage of time mediated by the
epsilon zero of change- the very insignificant alternative possibilities of the new born and his/hers virtues
in action that brings new dimension of artistic consciousness to the world. This stage is embodied in the
first cry of the new born and the grace of motherhood and wonderment and calmness of fatherhood. The
campaign will start in early November 2019.
Volunteer Profiles:
The Sachi Foundation’s volunteers are the most important foundation of our progress. Our volunteers
lead the actions on the role of culture in making happiness worldwide. They come from many different
cultural backgrounds and contribute to the Sachi Foundations’ goals with their own ways of virtues in
action and efforts. In this issue, we interviewed three of our volunteers to see what inspires them with
their ongoing support of the Sachi Foundation mission.
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Chanthome Webster,
Background : born in Laos, lives in Caboolture. First joined Sachi
Foundation as a volunteer in 2016. She is working as a volunteer
coordinator now and just appointed as a member of the Sachi
Foundation management committee.
What you enjoy doing volunteering work with the Sachi Foundation?
I enjoyed because there is an exciting charm with the ambassador of
Happiness concept that goes well with the assertions of values that our
virtues in action brings. For me, the virtues in action answers two
important questions: are you happy and did you make others happy? It

takes the whole connective entangled farms of virtues to raise and sustain happiness for a whole
community. We need to support each other and that requires to give our happiness away like a
lamp who gives the light away. Happiness harvested from entangled virtue farms lifts up the
community spirit and helps to get to know the deeper insights about each other cultures and
experience the richness of happiness for all. These are what I enjoy the most.
Sofia
Background:. Love volunteering work, First joined the Sachi Foundation through
clean up Australia day.
What you enjoy doing volunteering work with the Sachi Foundation? I
particularly enjoy the Sachi foundation’s effort to bring together all different the
cultural groups to work together as a dream team to spread happiness and
peace. I have so much fun working with other peoples from other cultures like
a volunteer dream team to spread common joy and happiness. In this way we
learn from each other, build capacity and raise the happiness of the
community. I get real joy and fulfilment working with others in such a way.
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Ai Atsumi
Background: born in Japan, lives in Japan. Loves the concept of virtues in
action and virtue entanglement. First joined the Sachi Foundation through its
learning network as a Japanese language Tutor.
What you enjoy doing volunteering work with the Sachi Foundation? I am
very attracted to the Sachi Foundation concept of intuition, total lines of effort
and community transformation through virtues in dynamic action.
I realize that happiness is a jigsaw puzzle that you search inside and outside
for the clue. The clues may be outside but only up to certain level. You really
need to take care of yourself, and do all the heart beat drumming you need in life to learn how to
assert your virtues within.
Dear friends, we are very excited by what we can all achieve together with the knowledge and practices
of virtue entanglement farming that will help to make happiness worldwide. We love to hear any
recommendations or suggestions that further improve our ways of spreading joy and happiness. Thank
you all.
The Sachi Foundation Management Committee

Help Yourself to happiness!
Everybody, everywhere seeks happiness, it's true,

But finding it and keeping it seems difficult to do.

Difficult because we think that happiness is found

Only in the places where wealth and fame abound.
And so we go on searching in palaces of pleasure
Seeking recognition and monetary treasure,

Unaware that happiness is just a state of mind

Within the reach of everyone who takes time to be kind.
For in making others happy we will be happy, too.

For the happiness you give away returns to shine on you.

Helen Steiner Rice
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Photos Courtesy by Yuki Kawakami from Tennen Community Garden in Ichikawa-Cho, Hyogo
The fourth Growing Season with focus on "growing our own heathy food"

Norifuto, owner of the farm is showing the community
members planting, trimming, propagation and harvesting
stages.

A Coordinated get together event with the nearby
Community

Permaculture workshop - learning Together about other
Community Gardens and permaculture principle of
Learning Together, Working Together

“earth care, people care and fair share”.

and creating community Connections

Mother and Child Stripe Farming
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One of Sachi’s favorite Prayers
O God! Refresh and gladden my spirit.

Purify my heart. Illumine my powers. I lay all my affairs in

Thy hand. Thou art my Guide and my Refuge. I will no longer be sorrowful and grieved; I will be a
happy and joyful being. O God! I will no longer be full of anxiety, nor will I let trouble harass me.

I

will not dwell on the unpleasant things of life. O God! Thou art more friend to me than I am to myself.
I dedicate myself to Thee, O Lord. Abdu’l-Bahá

Sachi Foundation is a non-profit organization with offices in Kasai, Japan and in Brisbane, Australia. It
is dedicated to spreading “one common happiness for all” through certain guiding Principles that
involve with the progress and advancement of cultural festival states and their lines of

efforts.

サチファウンデーションは兵庫県加西市とクイーンズランド州ブリスベンに拠点を置く非営利団体であります。指
針である文化的祭典の発展と進歩、および総的努力に励み「すべての人々に共通の幸せ」を目指します。
www.sahifoundation.org
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